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Allusive Meaning in Alison Bechdel’s






- Brought graphic texts wider academic 
recognition and use
- Troubled conventional conceptions of literary 
form and genre; high art and mass culture




Allusions in Fun Home
- References 100+ other texts
- Limited audience familiarity
- Likelihood of less-than-full reading
OBJECTIVE: Create resource to 
enrich reader experience 
without offering “answers” or 
imposing interpretations
Scope and Methods
- Developed metadata framework and 
cataloged allusions
- Researched each text and wrote up brief 
synopsis
- Created embeddable timeline of texts 
using tiki-toki.com
Methods II
- Assigned texts thematic 
classification
- Compiled other secondary 
resources on FH




- Impossibility of full 
objectivity
- Assessing impact
- Testing, evaluation, and refinement
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